Dear Mr. Miller,

Thank you so much for publishing this story. But dear kind sir, The judge simply dismissing this case and pretending that is all there is to it does not set right with me.

Now some might say we should just accept this decision and be grateful that justice has been done. However, Mr. Miller, while on the watch of the now exposed fake DOJ and the Fake FBI, Mr. LaVoy Finicum was murdered in cold blood on what I believe were the direct orders of obama and carried out by the franchise manager, Brown an appointed official.

I contend the behavior of many involved in this criminal abuse on the part of the sworn and appointed FAKE public officials involved committed pure treason

Oregon Exposed: Congressman Greg Walden: This is no laughing matter!

And this is just one example. Closely related of the same type of abuse of the judiciary under fraud and the color of law is the Randy Due Case.

Duty, Honor, Country! The Randy Due Case

Randy Due: 24Aug16 – Nebraska Pirates Attack Innocent Elders in Nebraska

The Nebraska Summary of Corruption

State of Nebraska, versus Edmond R. Jesse, defendant. CR13-362 and CR13-363

Revoke the Bonds of Nebraska Public Officers

Disqualification of judge: grounds. – Nebraska Statute

Dedicated to Prisoner #3306749 Omaha, Nebraska – Governor Dave Heineman
The Rape and Pillage of the Elder Nebraskan Ranchers

The Battle of BOX BUTTE COUNTY, NEBRASKA

Sheridan County, Nebraska: Common Law Grand Jury files Indictment for Racketeering.

Then in almost the same type of abuse of power, the FAKE STATE OF WEST VIRGINIA, trumped up a fake case against a man who exposed the state officers and the judiciary as the frauds they are. They retaliated..kidnapped an innocent live man with arms and legs, with no lawful jurisdiction

✓ West Virginia: A Private Company? Impersonating a lawful State?
✓ SUPREME COURT RULING –NO CORPORATE JURISDICTION OVER THE NATURAL MAN
✓ With No Lawful Government…How can Jurisdiction even matter? There is no lawful State of Oregon. There is No Lawful American Government!

and treated him in a very similar manor as in the case of the Bundy's…The FAKE public officers of the entire state of West Virginia aided and abetted in the crimes of inland piracy. Such a crime, if I am not mistaken caries with it for those found guilty…a death penalty!!!


West Virginia Impostors perpetrate an act of piracy: Thomas Deegan
Notice: West Virginia State Police – Official Notice: It is we the people who create and can abolish government at our will.

Oh Sheriff….Wood County, West Virginia: Ken D. Merritt – Sheriff

In fact Mr. Miller, I would encourage you as a reputable and recognized publisher to begin to organize a campaign to call attention to this criminal abuse under the color of law and help facilitate an investigation by an ad hoc group of Americans knowledgable in the requirements of the Constitutional law and not these fake simulated judicial proceedings conducted under a form of law considered as “legal.”

Legal, as I have come to understand it is simply another law form introduced under the cover of the named processes “rules of procedure.” There are the rules for each of the separate civil and criminal procedures. But as the names clearly implies these are rules…not laws…

But imposing them without providing full disclosure and enacting these procedures without the consent of the people is a gross misrepresentation and fraud. And most importantly such an abuse would be repugnant to the legitimate and lawful Constitutions. Engaging in such criminally motivated conduct would not be the behavior of legitimate American public officers…

And Mr. Miller…just in case the people think this might end there…they would be quite wrong…
Americans… Your heroes speak to you – listen up!

So Mr. Miller…have we not talked about these crimes against the people long enough? The Citizen’s Journal has an impressive record of invoking action by its dedicated readers… Surely the following could be implemented and the people can assert their lawful authority as sovereigns and begin to apply the required fixes that have begun to take place with the help of those who have supported the Bundy’s.

Sovereign American Judicial Review Commission-a proposal

One final suggestion Mr. Miller, The founding documents grant the American people the right to address the precise problem we face today---a de facto government. Essentially a government in name only.

However the reality is those who are pretending to be our elected and appointed public officers have really sworn their allegiance to a foreign power. They also rescinded their American citizenship. So right in front of us they are committing treason against you and me.

But the founders in their incredible foresight provided for the American people to abolish such a fake government and recreate one to suit our needs. We need no one’s approval or permission to establish our legitimate form of a republic form of government to which each American is guaranteed by the legitimate Constitution.

The Unanimous Declaration

Extract:

"that whenever any Form of Government becomes destructive of these Ends, it is the
Right of the People to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new Government!”

And Mr. Miller, in my humble opinion, sir…we even have a dedicated patriot and judicial expert who has amassed great information on the law required to create a new approach starting from the township up.

And just as a matter of coincidence, in a conversation with fellow sovereign, Jeremiah Guthrie, just this afternoon…Mr. Stewart was strongly recommended to continue organizing and preparing to implement his ground breaking concepts of self-governance beginning at the township/precinct level. Interested parties should contact Judge Stewart and join in the process to personally help restore the public. Link provided below…

Of course I can’t speak for Judge Stewart, but perhaps in your expertise will come the required persuasiveness to compel Judge Stewart to lead the charge and begin to build on Mr. Trump’s charge to the American people as to their proper standing as sovereign Americans…
The Trump Doctrine 2017

and empowered and responsible to do our part in draining the local swamp and restoring

the lawful order in our current lawless society governed by traitors and impostors…

Charles Stewart: Invitation – ALL Honorable People

Thank you Mr. Miller…Thank you for your dedication to the American republic.

arnie

arnie@arnierosner.com

714-964-4056 24/7

scannedretina.com

On Jan 8, 2018, at 9:54 PM, Suzanne Short <blueislandbobsue@comcast.net> wrote:
Yes, this is Big News. Praise be to God!! Truth leads to Freedom.....Freedom leads to Truth.

Suzanne

-------- Original Message --------

From: microcapmaven@aol.com
To:
Date: January 8, 2018 at 7:50 PM
Subject: Nevada judge dismisses case against Cliven Bundy and sons, says government can’t retry them

Big news
Nevada judge dismisses case against Cliven Bundy and sons, says government can’t retry them | Citizens Journal
Nevada judge dismisses case against Cliven Bundy and sons, says government can’t retry them | Citizens Journal
Passing on the torch

See more at CITIZENSJOURNAL.US

On Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/citizensjournalVC/posts/

1732189380178630

Regards,

George Miller